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Puerto Rico is suffering through multiple crises. Two are obvious: a financial crisis triggered by the island’s public debts and the humanitarian crisis brought on by Hurricane Maria. One is not: the island’s ongoing crisis of constitutional identity. Like the hurricane, this crisis came from outside the island. Congress, the U.S. Supreme Court, and the Executive Branch have each moved in the last twenty years to undermine the “inventive statesmanship” that allowed for Puerto Rico’s self-government with minimal interference from a federal government in which the people of Puerto Rico had, and have, no representation. From the point of view of federal officials, it now appears that statehood, independence, or subjugation are the only constitutionally acceptable options for Puerto Rico. Yet the federal government’s formalist absolutism is inconsistent with the text and history of the U.S. Constitution—as well as the needs and desires of the U.S. citizens who make up Puerto Rico’s population. A review of the constitutional history of the Territory Clause, including a reexamination of the difficult Insular Cases, reveals the range of sovereign relations available to Puerto Rico within its current Commonwealth status. Only a resumption of inventive statesmanship, of the kind found throughout U.S. history, including the modern treatment of Indian tribes, can provide a satisfactory answer to the question of “What Is Puerto Rico?,” and only a satisfactory answer to that question can contribute the political preconditions for a lasting recovery from the financial and natural disasters afflicting the island.
INTRODUCTION

Not since the Civil War has a substantial area of the United States been so thoroughly laid to waste as was Puerto Rico following Hurricane Maria. The sustained impact of the hurricane more completely compromised access to basic amenities, such as clean water and electricity, than any prior natural disaster in the United States. The physical devastation of Puerto Rico compounded the terrible financial straits in which the bankrupt Commonwealth found itself even before the storm. That history of financial collapse in turn prompted President Trump’s more uncharitable accounts of the fate of Puerto Rico. And the hesitating federal response highlighted once again uncertainty about the relation between Puerto Rico and the United States, as President Trump immediately questioned the ultimate financial responsibility for the inevitable reconstruction, something never broached in Houston or New Orleans or Florida. Even in the midst of a natural disaster, there was no escaping the exposed wound of the political status of Puerto Rico.

Our immediate point of departure for this Article is not the human toll exacted on Puerto Rico by nature and fiscal collapse, but the question of political responsibility. The events of the day, from hurricane relief to debt restructuring, brought to public attention uncertainty about what it means to be a “Commonwealth,” a legal status unmentioned in the U.S. Constitution, a word that lacks a direct translation into Spanish, and indeed a concept without a terribly clear meaning in English.

Indeed, less than half a year before Hurricane Maria, on June 11, 2017, citizens of Puerto Rico voted for the fifth time in fifty years on their preference for the political organization of what in Puerto Rico is referred to as the “island,” even if technically an archipelago. There were three options presented: “Statehood,” “Free
In a result more typically associated with voting in the former Soviet Union, the statehood option won a jaw-dropping ninety-seven percent of the votes cast—a reflection of a boycott of the referendum by the major opponents of Governor Ricardo Rosselló’s pro-statehood New Progressive Party. In a jurisdiction where voter turnout typically reaches seventy percent and above, only twenty-three percent of eligible voters participated.

The desultory referendum was an orchestrated effort to tarnish any choice but statehood, an unfortunate rendition of democratic choice for a community still straddling self-determination and dependence on the United States. The legacy of colonial subjugation was doubly imprinted onto the referendum choice—even a vote for “Statehood” was presented as requesting “the Federal government to immediately begin the process for the decolonization of Puerto Rico with the admission of Puerto Rico as a state.” Free Association/Independence was offered as a vote to become independent and pursue an unspecified treaty-based relationship with the United States that would be further refined in a second stage of voting.

Finally, Puerto Rico’s present relationship with the United States—what is termed a “Free Associated State” (“Estado Libre Asociado”) in its official Spanish translation—was depicted rather pejoratively as a continuation of the “Current Territorial Status.”

Holding a referendum on political status is nothing new in Puerto Rico, and unfortunately neither are peculiar referendum results. The next most recent referendum, held in 2012, led to an apparent mandate for statehood, but some 500,000 ballots were left blank in protest over confusing procedures and wording. In response, Congress ignored the 2012 plebiscite and appropriated $2.5 million in

---


8. Id.


10. Id.

11. Id. To be fair, the legacy of colonialism weighs heavily on the history of Puerto Rico under American rule. See José A. Cabranes, *Some Common Ground, in Foreign in a Domestic Sense: Puerto Rico, American Expansion and the Constitution* 39, 40–41 (Christina Duffy Burnett & Burke Marshall eds., 2001) (“Speaking plainly and honestly about our history requires us to acknowledge, without rancor and without embarrassment, that colonialism is a simple and perfectly useful word to describe a relationship between a powerful metropolitan state and a poor overseas dependency that does not participate meaningfully in the formal lawmaking processes that shape the daily lives of its people.”).

funds to hold yet another vote on political status. This appropriation was contingent on the Department of Justice (DOJ) approving the language of any proposed plebiscite (specifically, making a finding that the options conformed to the policies and laws of the United States) at least forty-five days before the election. The Justice Department refused to approve the wording of the 2017 plebiscite and, rather than restate the options on the ballot to access federal funding, the desperately-indebted Puerto Rican government assumed all the costs of a sham vote.

This strange congressional requirement that Puerto Rico’s referendum options conform to U.S. law and policy served as the genesis of this Article. The authors were hired by the then-Governor of Puerto Rico, Alejandro García Padilla, and the (now out-of-power) Popular Democratic Party, to examine precisely the question that would confront the Justice Department under the statute: what does it mean to present options compatible with U.S. law and policy, as required by the referendum statute? We remain committed to the proposition that the choice among options must, in the first instance, rest with the people of Puerto Rico. But this is no answer to the question we were first retained to engage in 2015: what exactly are the options available?

I. THE CONSTITUTIONAL STATUS OF PUERTO RICO

Our inquiry is even more specific than the full range of possible lawful arrangements. Certain options are fairly self-explanatory. Were Puerto Rico to become independent, it would become a nation among many, free to enter into any treaty-based relations with the United States, much as has post-independence Philippines. But such a path would put in jeopardy a highly-valued birthright of Puerto Ricans, the American citizenship conferred by the Jones-Shafroth Act, and seems an unlikely prospect politically. At the other end of the spectrum, were


15. After the DOJ rejected the ballot and denied the funds, Puerto Rico’s sole (nonvoting) congressional representative, Jenniffer González, stated: “This is not about the money; this is more than that. So keep the money. Let us express ourselves. And that is what we are going to have [with the plebiscite].” Picker & Giel, supra note 13.

16. We take no position on whether there is a right to demand statehood or independence, either as a matter of American constitutional law or under international law, a question well presented in Joseph Blocher & Mitu Gulati, Puerto Rico and the Right of Accession, 43 YALE J. INT’L L. 229, 264 (2018). We agree with Blocher and Gulati that the choice of status should be that of the citizens of Puerto Rico. Our aim here is to elucidate what exactly are the rights associated with the current status if there is no alteration.


18. Despite lingering questions about the various plebiscite votes, the independence
Puerto Rico to become a U.S. state, then the integration of new states from Vermont in 1791 to Hawaii in 1959 provides a well-trod path for accession. We may remain skeptical that those presently in control of the federal government would readily admit a new state with a large Democratic majority,\textsuperscript{19} immense public debt, and—to boot—a Spanish-speaking populace.\textsuperscript{20} Statehood requires assent from Congress,\textsuperscript{21} and this particular tango partner seems especially reticent.\textsuperscript{22}

Rather, our focus is on the current default option, leaving aside the latest plebiscite’s tendentious characterizations about territory and colonialism. If nothing were to change in terms of independence or statehood, questions would still remain: What is Puerto Rico at present? What is its status under current American law and policy? And, what are the constitutional boundaries on the range of permissible forms of governance available to Puerto Rico while still territorially affiliated with the United States?

The complicated political status of Puerto Rico begins with the name for its forms of governance available to Puerto Rico. Rather, our focus is on the current default option, leaving aside the latest plebiscite’s tendentious characterizations about territory and colonialism. If nothing were to change in terms of independence or statehood, questions would still remain: What is Puerto Rico at present? What is its status under current American law and policy? And, what are the constitutional boundaries on the range of permissible forms of governance available to Puerto Rico while still territorially affiliated with the United States?

The complicated political status of Puerto Rico begins with the name for its relation to the United States. In the Puerto Rico Federal Relations Act of 1950 (often referred to simply as “Public Law 600”), which kicked off the process that eventually led to the island’s present Constitution,\textsuperscript{23} Puerto Rico is defined as a commonwealth,
a term that admits of no ready translation into Spanish or definition in English and is allowed the title of “Free Associated State” (“Estado Libre Asociado”) under the official Spanish translation. Its residents are entitled to self-government yet cannot vote in elections for federal office in the United States,24 save in U.S. presidential primaries.25 But Puerto Ricans are U.S. citizens,26 and at the same time popularly elect their own governor and bicameral legislature to control local government.27 Puerto Ricans are holders of American passports, can enter the United States freely, and may establish residency and voting eligibility upon disembarking without customs or special legal barriers.28 The United States manages Puerto Rico’s foreign affairs and defense,29 but Puerto Rico sends its own team to the Olympics.30 Puerto Ricans fight in the U.S. military and are represented by the federal government in the United Nations.31 Puerto Ricans pay no federal taxes32 yet are eligible for federal benefits,33 with twenty-four percent of the island’s population currently drawing


24. See generally Igartúa-De La Rosa v. United States, 417 F.3d 145 (1st Cir. 2005).


27. Report by the President’s Task Force on Puerto Rico’s Status 18 (2011) [hereinafter 2011 Report]. See generally P.R. Const. art. III; id. art. IV.


29. 2011 Report, supra note 27.


Social Security benefits, a higher percentage than almost any U.S. state.34 Indeed, prior to Hurricane Maria, nearly half the island’s population was on Medicaid.35

More incongruous still is the application of federal economic regulations to Puerto Rico. Under the Jones Act, any shipping between U.S. ports must be on U.S.-flagged ships,36 which not only raises the cost of goods brought to Puerto Rico37 but also prevents the island from transitioning to natural gas—the longstanding prohibitions on any exports of fossil fuels from the United States meant that, until recently, there were no U.S. vessels capable of carrying natural gas and thus no natural gas capable of being conveniently shipped to the island.38 The application of U.S. minimum wage laws to Puerto Rico results in labor costs roughly double those in Puerto Rico’s Caribbean counterparts and has been estimated to reduce employment on the island by eight to ten percent.39

One manifestation of the damage done by the mechanical application of the federal minimum wage laws has been Puerto Rico’s failure to exploit its tourism potential. The number of hotel beds throughout the island has seen only modest growth since the 1970s,40 increasing from around 9000 to 15,000 in 2015.41 In comparison, the Dominican Republic increased from 1600 to 60,000 and Jamaica went from 6600 to 20,000.42 These rivals continue to aggressively expand their tourism sectors, with the Dominican Republic planning to reach 100,000 hotel beds by the year 2020.


42. Id.
rooms by the end of 2018.\textsuperscript{43} Puerto Rico, held back by obligations imposed by federal law, is falling ever further behind these regional rivals. With regulatory controls imported wholesale from the mainland, Puerto Rico finds itself at a consistent disadvantage regionally, a condition exacerbated in the aftermath of Hurricane Maria.

The resulting statutory, regulatory, and constitutional hodgepodge means that, in the words of the U.S. Supreme Court, “Puerto Rico occupies a relationship to the United States that has no parallel in [American] history.”\textsuperscript{44} But that hodgepodge had a historic logic as the era of overt colonialism drew to a close. The turn to greater autonomy in local affairs after World War II fit comfortably with the international move toward self-determination and the closing of the colonial era. As then-Judge, now-Justice, Breyer put it, “[t]he theme that consistently runs throughout the legislative history of Puerto Rico’s attainment of Commonwealth status is . . . increasing self-government over local affairs by the people of Puerto Rico.”\textsuperscript{45} But unlike the great run of decolonization in Asia and Africa, Puerto Rico’s formal legal relationship with the United States remained intact, even as its functional autonomy increased. The list of paradoxical legal relations goes on and on, yet it all comes back time and again to the evolving, if ill-understood, concepts of “Commonwealth” and “Estado Libre Asociado.”

Our assessment of these fraught terms begins with what it means for the United States to have longstanding relations with territories defined by three critical attributes: (1) their domiciliaries are U.S. citizens; (2) these domiciliaries have some but not all of the political and civil rights of other U.S. citizens living within the incorporated states of the United States, most notably they are citizens without national-level voting rights unless they leave the territory and move to the mainland; and (3) there is no immediate prospect of statehood or other fundamental change in the territory’s political status. The status of territories prior to statehood has been a convulsive controversy in American constitutional history, ranging back to the formal question presented in \textit{Dred Scott v. Sandford} of the federal power to regulate slavery holdings in the so-called incorporated territories (i.e., those territories that were anticipated, at the time of their creation, to eventually be admitted as states).\textsuperscript{46} That controversy continues in the dissatisfaction over the current status of the District


\textsuperscript{44} \textit{Examining Bd. of Eng’rs, Architects & Surveyors v. Flores de Otero}, 426 U.S. 572, 596 (1976).


\textsuperscript{46} 60 U.S. 393, 446 (1857) (“There is certainly no power given by the Constitution to the Federal Government to establish or maintain colonies bordering on the United States or at a distance, to be ruled and governed at its own pleasure; nor to enlarge its territorial limits in any way, except by the admission of new States. That power is plainly given; and if a new State is admitted, it needs no further legislation by Congress, because the Constitution itself defines the relative rights and powers, and duties of the State, and the citizens of the State, and the Federal Government. But no power is given to acquire a Territory to be held and governed permanently in that character.”).
of Columbia and to the permanent disputes over the extent of sovereignty enjoyed by American Indian tribes and their tribal governments.

The governmental status of Puerto Rico through the twentieth century until the late 1990s can be separated into two major periods. The first period’s legal structure emerged from the so-called Insular Cases, a series of U.S. Supreme Court decisions starting in 1901 delineating the constitutional and statutory status of the United States’ new territorial acquisitions. In this period, the United States acquired a number of overseas lands that were neither states nor had the ready prospect of eventual statehood. Using the legal concept of “unincorporated territory,” the Supreme Court deemed these jurisdictions outside the full constitutional structure of the United States, even if subject to some fundamental protections of American law. As an unincorporated territory, Puerto Rico was a territorial subject capable of being given (or not given) certain rights and authorities pursuant to the prerogative power of its territorial master. There is no escaping the reality that the Insular Cases were part and parcel of the early period of American empire, heavily imbued with notions of racial destiny and imperial domination. Indeed, in one of the first Insular Cases, Downes v. Bidwell, the Court spoke of the newly acquired territories as being “inhabited by alien races,” such that governance “according to Anglo-Saxon principles, may for a time be impossible.”

In this first period, the Court applied the relevant constitutional provisions flexibly, recognizing that the Constitution of the imperial era could not sustain the assumption of the early Republic that territories would move steadily toward statehood. Thus, the Court accepted that a mechanical application of the constitutional conventions respecting newly-acquired territory threatened the needed “power to acquire and hold territory as property or as appurtenant to the United States.” Extending full rights to people the Court described as “utterly unfit for American citizenship,” especially as a matter of constitutional law, was unthinkable. The result was a pragmatic accommodation, recognizing, in somewhat oxymoronic fashion, that such territories would be part of the United States, but would remain “foreign . . . in a domestic sense.”

47. The cases falling under the heading of “the Insular Cases” is a contested issue. Some commentators include only the cases decided in 1901; others reach as far forward as Balzac v. Porto Rico, 258 U.S. 298 (1922). See Christina Duffy Burnett, A Note on the Insular Cases, in FOREIGN IN A DOMESTIC SENSE: PUERTO RICO, AMERICAN EXPANSION, AND THE CONSTITUTION 389, 389–92 (Christina Duffy Burnett & Burke Marshall eds., 2001). We use the term to describe the constitutional cases beginning in 1901 and ending with Balzac in 1922. Primarily, we refer to Balzac; Dorr v. United States, 195 U.S. 138 (1904); Hawaii v. Mankichi, 190 U.S. 197 (1903); and Downes v. Bidwell, 182 U.S. 244 (1901).

48. See, e.g., Balzac, 258 U.S. at 312–13 (“The guaranties of certain fundamental personal rights declared in the Constitution, as for instance, that no person could be deprived of life, liberty, or property without due process of law, had from the beginning full application in the Philippines and [Puerto] Rico . . . .”).

49. 182 U.S. at 287.

50. Id. at 300 (White, J., concurring).

51. Id. at 311.

52. Id. at 341. For elaborate discussion of the paradoxes in the early treatment of the newly acquired territories, see FOREIGN IN A DOMESTIC SENSE: PUERTO RICO, AMERICAN EXPANSION, AND THE CONSTITUTION (Christina Duffy Burnett & Burke Marshall eds., 2001).
reflected in the Insular Cases showed a distinctive constitutional tolerance for particularized territorial arrangements, one that allowed for fundamental ambiguity in legal status. But however tolerant (or intolerant) the constitutional doctrine may have been after the United States took control of Puerto Rico in 1898, there was no escaping the practical reality that Puerto Rico was wholly subordinate to the U.S. government. Indeed, from the ratification of the Treaty of Paris in 1898 until the Elective Governor Act of 1947, the Governor and Executive Council (the equivalent of a state senate) of Puerto Rico were entirely appointed by the U.S. federal government.

The second period emerged with the global anticolonial movements that mushroomed during and after World War II. The changed international landscape, the Cold War, and the emergence of a nonaligned bloc of independent states acting as members of the United Nations all made continued colonial prerogatives an international liability for the United States. Here, the defining legal act was Public Law 600, approved by Congress in 1952, which “was intended to end [Puerto Rico’s] subordinate status.” Public Law 600 set out the terms of a collaboration between Puerto Rico and the United States: Congress set out a process for Puerto Ricans to write their own constitution, elect representatives to govern local affairs, and create a bill of rights, but Puerto Ricans drafted the constitution proper. As its legislative history makes clear, Public Law 600 was a “reaffirmation by the Congress of the self-government principle.” The preamble to the bill describes Public Law 600 as the culmination of a “series of enactments [that] progressively recognized the right of self-government of the People of Puerto Rico.”

Indeed, after Congress passed Public Law 600, Puerto Ricans voted on whether to accept it in an island-wide referendum before proceeding to do any constitution writing at all. After Public Law 600 gained popular approval from Puerto Ricans, a constitutional convention was convened whose proposed constitutional text was approved by a second referendum. Congress may have initiated the constitution-writing process, but the voters of Puerto Rico made it a reality. Since that time, apart from some initial and inevitable tweaks as the constitution “settled in,” the people of

Puerto Rico have exercised complete control over the constitutional form of governance.60

Public Law 600 and the Puerto Rican Constitution reframed the relationship between the United States and Puerto Rico using terms of consent.61 Indeed, the law’s first enacting clause declares that “fully recognizing the principle of government by consent, this Act is now adopted in the nature of a compact so that the people of Puerto Rico may organize a government pursuant to a constitution of their own adoption.”62 In the first federal court opinion to interpret Puerto Rico’s status after Congress approved the Puerto Rico Constitution, the U.S. District Court for the District of Puerto Rico held that “Puerto Rico is, under the terms of the compact, sovereign over matters not ruled by the Constitution of the United States.”63 In reaching this conclusion, the court looked not only to Public Law 600’s legislative history but also to the international law obligations of the United States to the colonial deaccession mandates of the United Nations.64 After the passage of Public Law 600, the United States ceased reporting on Puerto Rico to the United Nations under Article 73(e) of the U.N. Charter (which pertained to “non-self-governing territories”),65 a change in status accepted in turn by the U.N. General Assembly.66 The result, as recognized by the U.S. Supreme Court in Rodriguez v. Popular

60. The Senate chronicles the interaction between Public Law 600 and the Puerto Rican Constitution in S. REP. NO. 82-1720, at 3 (1952).

61. José Trías Monge, Plenary Power and the Principle of Liberty: An Alternative View of the Political Conditions of Puerto Rico, 68 REV. JUR. U.P.R. 1, 28 (1999) (“[T]here was indeed a change in the relationship [between Puerto Rico and the United States]. The principle of consent, fully recognized in the first section of Public Law 600, provides the key to understanding the nature of the change. The change did not alone consist in the obtention [sic] of a fuller measure of self-government, but particularly in the fact that such consent became the new basis of the relationship.”). But see Torruella, supra note 57, at 81–84. According to Judge Torruella, the themes of Puerto Rican autonomy in Public Law 600, and in subsequent representations to the United Nations, were a “monumental hoax” concocted for the immediate political advantage of the American government. Id. at 85–88. Whether the representations of Puerto Rican autonomy were genuine or not, we argue below that those representations themselves had real consequences that constrain American abuse of power in relations with Puerto Rico moving forward.


64. Id.


66. G.A. Res. 748 (VIII) (Nov. 27, 1953). The General Assembly found that the people of Puerto Rico “ha[d] achieved a new constitutional status.” Id. at 26; see also U.N. Charter art. 73, ¶ e. (regulating “non-self-governing territories”).
Democratic Party, is that “Puerto Rico . . . is an autonomous political entity, ‘sovereign over matters not ruled by the Constitution.'”

This second constitutional period of mixed sovereignty proved serviceable, if underspecified. As we shall address subsequently, the redefinition of Puerto Rican governance ushered in a period of economic expansion under beneficial U.S. tax regulations. On the political front, the broad popular mandate for the new system of self-rule engendered by the Puerto Rican referenda on both Public Law 600 and the Puerto Rico Constitution allowed the arrangement to satisfy the anticolonialist tenor of the times and allowed the federal government to put a stop to persistent United Nations efforts to embarrass the United States for its territorial holdings. After Public Law 600 was enacted and a Puerto Rican Constitution approved by Congress and the Puerto Rican constitutional convention, the United States requested that Puerto Rico be removed from the United Nation’s list of Non-Self-Governing Territories and that the United States be relieved of its U.N. obligation to continue transmitting information on it. In response, the General Assembly voted in 1953 to remove Puerto Rico from the list of Non-Self-Governing Territories and relieve the United States of its recording obligations.

Public Law 600’s development of Puerto Rican “sovereignty” of a contingent and limited sort proved to be not so much a coherent conceptual structure than an example of what Felix Frankfurter long ago referred to as “inventive statesmanship.” The accommodation allowed both continued U.S. command of Puerto Rico’s international affairs and a strong measure of democratic legitimacy for the island’s political self-governance. But without the overlay of popular sovereignty among Puerto Ricans, the commonwealth enterprise would be revealed as “a monumental hoax,” as the U.S. Court of Appeals for the First Circuit memorably declaimed in its first substantive examination of Puerto Rico’s status after the enactment of Public Law 600.

Yet “inventive statesmanship” has started to appear a “monumental hoax” under the pressure of the apparently uncoordinated but no less real efforts by the three branches of the U.S. government to erode the foundations of the second twenty-first century constitutional accommodation, through recent repudiations by the Executive Branch, destabilizing decisions of the Supreme Court, and, as we shall see, a congressional enactment, Puerto Rico Oversight, Management, and Economic Stability Act (PROMESA), that placed the island under an unprecedented form of fiscal receivership. All have done so under what we maintain is a limited

68. See supra note 65.
69. See supra note 66.
70. See Memorandum from Felix Frankfurter, Law Officer, Dep’t of War, to Henry Stimson, Sec’y of War (Mar. 11, 1914) [hereinafter Frankfurter Memorandum] (quoted in Mora v. Torres, 113 F. Supp. 309, 319 (D.P.R. 1953), aff’d sub nom. Mora v. Mejias, 206 F.2d 377 (1st Cir. 1953)). At the time, Frankfurter was the law officer of the Department of War, which exercised jurisdiction over Puerto Rico.
72. See infra Part IV.
understanding of the Territory Clause of the Constitution and what it permits or compels in terms of local governance.

Taken as a package, federal action has forced a reexamination of the constitutional relation between the United States and Puerto Rico. We reiterate that were the people of Puerto Rico to claim independence or were the United States to offer statehood, these constitutional issues could be avoided. Absent such fundamental change, however, some of the premises of the two constitutional periods need to be revisited. We undertake to do so and find ourselves oddly drawn to the structural logic of some of the Insular Cases, hard as it may be to distance ourselves from the imperial and racialist rhetoric of the day.

II. THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH REBELS

Over the last three decades, the Department of Justice and three presidential administrations have taken the position that the commonwealth arrangement with Puerto Rico confers no special rights of self-governance. Allowing for some variations in presentation, the basic theme has been that Puerto Rico’s designation as a commonwealth is simply a delegation of governing authority under the Territory Clause, pursuant to which Congress has plenary authority over Puerto Rico—meaning that it could unilaterally abrogate such an arrangement at any time. 73 Despite Public Law 600 being made “in the nature of a compact,” 74 and accompanying representations to the United Nations that the Puerto Rico Commonwealth arrangement could only be modified by mutual consent, 75 the Executive Branch has come to argue that such an option is constitutionally impossible. 76 The argument turns on two maxims. First, the sole constitutional authority for the United States to have any relation with Puerto Rico is the Territory Clause of the Constitution, which confers on Congress the “Power to dispose of and make all needful Rules and Regulations respecting the Territory or other Property belonging to the United States.” 77 Second, there may be no conferral of any binding

77. U.S. CONST. art. IV, § 3, cl. 2.
special status on Puerto Rico because of the old truism that one Congress cannot bind another.

The two propositions are in tension with each other. The ability of Congress pursuant to the Territory Clause to “dispose of” territory or property of the United States grants textual authority to any Congress to make a final and irrevocable decision to remove a tract of land (or any other property, for that matter) from the sovereignty and jurisdiction of the federal government. Once a Congress has disposed of a territory, of necessity it binds future Congresses to the consequences of that decision. Thus, for example, the United States in 1946 entered into a treaty with the newly formed government of the Philippines that recognized the independence of the new territory and limited American interests to the use of military bases there.\footnote{Treaty of General Relations Between the United States of America and the Republic of the Philippines, Phil.-U.S., July 4, 1946, 61 Stat. 1174.} Once duly authorized by Congress and incorporated into a treaty, there could be no question that future Congresses would be “bound” by the fact that the Philippines was no longer an American possession.

Nonetheless, an atextual hands-tying view of the Territory Clause took hold in the Executive Branch in the 1990s, with its first articulation in a 1994 Office of Legal Counsel (OLC) opinion on the constitutionality of a “mutual consent provision” in proposed legislation for a commonwealth agreement between the United States and Guam, another unincorporated territory of the United States. Much as with Puerto Rico after Public Law 600, the question was whether the agreement with Guam could give legal force to the requirement of consent from each of Guam and the federal government before alterations in the commonwealth agreement could come into effect. The OLC opinion noted the inconsistent views of the Department of Justice on such provisions, including an opinion approved by then-Assistant Attorney General William Rehnquist that sanctioned the inclusion of such a provision in the Covenant with the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands.\footnote{Mut. Consent Provisions in the Guam Commonwealth Legislation, Op. O.L.C. 1, 1 & n.2 (1994) [hereinafter OLC Guam Memo]. \url{http://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/olc/opinions/attachments/2014/11/10/1994-07-28-mutual-consent-guam.pdf} [https://perma.cc/MN9F-C2PN]; see also Covenant to Establish a Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands in Political Union with the United States of America, Pub. L. No. 94-241, § 105, 90 Stat. 263, 264 (codified at 48 U.S.C. § 1801 (2012)) (mutual consent provision).} OLC nonetheless rejected these views, laying out a series of propositions that the Executive Branch has followed ever since. First, OLC declared all sovereign territory in the United States is either a part of a State, or it is not. If it is not, then Congress exercises “plenary” authority over that area until it “becomes a State or ceases to be under United States sovereignty.”\footnote{OLC Guam Memo, supra note 79, at 2–5.} This plenary authority could not be alienated or delegated in such a way as to deprive later Congresses of the very same authority over the territories.\footnote{See id. at 4–5.}

While the original 1994 memo dealt with Guam, its uncompromising logic carried over to Puerto Rico, the territory whose legal and political status had been most often and most contentiously engaged.\footnote{Indeed, it seems that the reconsideration of the Department’s views on the subject} The Department of Justice reiterated an absolutist,
no-sovereignty view on Puerto Rico in 2001 in a letter to the Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources concerning potential political status options for Puerto Rico. The letter underscores that the “terms of the Constitution do not contemplate an option other than sovereign independence, statehood, or territorial status.”83 Again, the assumption was territorial status could not allow anything but unilateral congressional command, without any legal weight given to any required consent on the part of Puerto Rico.

These arguments were taken up by the Task Forces on Puerto Rico’s Status under both Presidents George W. Bush and Barack Obama. The reports issued by the task forces have challenged the available options for the creation of a bilateral agreement from the U.S. side. The 2005 report found that “Puerto Rico is, for purposes under the U.S. Constitution, ‘a territory,’”84 and the 2011 Task Force affirmed that Puerto Rico is “subject to the Territory Clause of the U.S. Constitution.”85 Both task forces relied on the maxim that one Congress cannot bind a subsequent Congress and thus “cannot restrict a future Congress from revising a delegation to a territory of powers of self-government.”86 The OLC has also insisted on the “rule” that one Congress may not bind another, using it to conclude that mutual consent provisions are “legally unenforceable.”87 Consequently, both the Obama and Bush administrations contended Congress has the power unilaterally to alter the United States’ relationship with Puerto Rico, and that any restriction of that authority would be unconstitutional.

The Department of Justice laid out its most forceful and aggressive articulation of Puerto Rico’s straitened political status—and impliedly, the instability of the commonwealth arrangement—in its amicus briefing and argument before the U.S. Supreme Court in Puerto Rico v. Sanchez Valle.88 Here the Solicitor General argued that “[t]he Constitution affords no independent political status to territories but instead confirms that they are under the sovereignty of the United States and subject to the plenary authority of Congress.”89 The brief further characterized the Puerto Rico Constitution as being adopted only because Congress “permitted the people of Puerto Rico to adopt” it, arguing that neither this nor subsequent history altered “Puerto Rico’s constitutional status as a U.S. territory.”90 “That arrangement can be revised by Congress . . . [i]n the ultimate source of sovereign power in Puerto Rico thus

were prompted by legislation dealing with Puerto Rico. See id. at 1 n.2 (“The Department revisited this issue in the early 1990’s in connection with the Puerto Rico Status Referendum Bill . . . ”).
remains the United States.”91 This is the first court filing by the Department of Justice in recent history to take so emphatic a position on Puerto Rico’s political status.

In rejecting any legal significance to the ratification of the commonwealth compact by a referendum of Puerto Ricans, much as the Supreme Court’s opinion in *Sanchez Valle* would go on to do,92 the government’s filing returned reflexively to Congress’s ability unilaterally to abrogate the island’s self-government at its pleasure:

[The Commonwealth negotiations and adoption] were of profound significance for the relationship between the United States and Puerto Rico, but they did not alter Puerto Rico’s constitutional status as a U.S. territory. The United States did not cede its sovereignty over Puerto Rico by admitting it as a State or granting it independence. Rather, Congress authorized Puerto Rico to exercise governance over local affairs. That arrangement can be revised by Congress, and federal and Puerto Rico officials understood that *Puerto Rico’s adoption of a constitution did not change its constitutional status.*93

Setting aside the irony that “adoption of a constitution” did not, in the eyes of the federal government, change a community’s “constitutional status,” the brief argues that the “compact” (the government’s quotation marks) was “an agreement that Congress would permit self-government if the people of Puerto Rico drafted a constitution and Congress approved it . . . Congress retained the authority to approve or disapprove the constitution and reaffirmed that it could legislate for Puerto Rico in the future.”94 The brief repeatedly hammered home the supposedly absolute nature of congressional power to govern Puerto Rico and, consequently, how ineffectual the commonwealth compact was to protect Puerto Rico from plenary congressional control.95

The Executive Branch’s arguments on the status of Puerto Rico rest on two arguments: first, that the Territory Clause of the Constitution is the sole textual foundation for the exercise of any form of American sovereignty over an acquired area that is not a state; and, second, that any congressional enactment cannot purport to bind a future Congress. The constitutional question is whether either proposition, alone or in combination, compels a conclusion that Puerto Rico lacks any attribute of sovereign authority under the commonwealth compact memorialized in Public Law 600.

Certainly, the Territory Clause may serve as the source of congressional authority to act under a Constitution of limited and enumerated powers. But we return to the persistent issue in constitutionalizing the acquisitions of the Spanish-American War: whether the source of Congress’s authority in the Territory Clause does or does not

91. *Id.* at 8.
92. 136 S. Ct. 1863, 1874 (2016) (holding that Puerto Rico was not a separate sovereign for double jeopardy purposes, notwithstanding the “constitutional developments . . . of great significance”).
94. *Id.* at 24–25 (citations omitted).
95. See *id.* at 24–27.
predetermine the options Congress has before it as it pursues “inventive statesmanship.”

The original understanding of the Territory Clause anticipated western expansion of the new republic and the status of territory as an interim measure along the path to statehood.

But, as recognized in the Insular Cases and on forward, the textual source of constitutional authority for territorial expansion does not in itself prescribe any particular political arrangement in the acquired territory.

Indeed, the doctrinal innovation of incorporated versus unincorporated territories was a response to the imperial acquisitions of the late nineteenth century. Painful to recall is the question presented to the Court in Dred Scott v. Sandford, which turned on whether Congress had authority under the Territory Clause to legislate conditions for territories acquired after the adoption of the Federal Constitution. In finding that Congress lacked the capacity to hold territories as a federal protectorate, Dred Scott relied on the conventional understanding that any territories “should be disposed of for the common benefit of the United States, and be settled and formed into distinct republican States, which should become members of the Federal Union, and have the same rights of sovereignty, and freedom, and independence, as other States.”

For the antebellum Court, the congressional authority to define the conditions of governance in the territories was inextricably intertwined with the power to dispose of the territories for the common good of the States—as opposed to holding them in some form of federal usufruct. Indeed, the power to dispose comes before the power to “make needful Rules and Regulations” for the territories in the text of the Territory Clause.

This part of the Dred Scott holding also did not survive the Civil War. One of the central doctrinal innovations of the Insular Cases was precisely the recognition of an expanded ambit of federal authority on terms beyond the original text. Thus, in the specific case of Puerto Rico, the Territory Clause historically has permitted both governance by a military commander and by an elected governor, with no alteration of the formal foundation for the arrangement within American constitutional law. The text of the Clause may in fact be read to anticipate such flexibility as the power of Congress to “dispose of” a “Territory,” a concept that Dred Scott struggled to define. Further, as noted, “dispose of” also implies that power of Congress to act definitively by taking an action it cannot undo—it would be an odd definition of the word “dispose” that did not impliedly accept that one Congress was undoing a prior act.

As Felix Frankfurter recognized a century ago, the Territory Clause permits

96. Frankfurter Memorandum, supra note 70, at 3.
99. 60 U.S. 393, 432 (1857).
100. Id. at 433.
101. Id. at 440–41.
102. The phrase “to dispose of” appears nowhere else in the Constitution, but at the time the Constitution was drafted, the phrase had already taken on its modern definition of “to get rid of, to get done with, settle, finish.” See Dispose, Oxford Eng. Dictionary,
“working out, step by step, forms of government for our Insular possessions responsive to the largest needs and capacities of their inhabitants, and ascertained by the best wisdom of Congress.”

Similarly, the hollow truism that one Congress may not bind another does nothing to distinguish the Territory Clause from the Treaty Clause, which is the source of authority for the President to make agreements with foreign sovereigns subject to approval by two-thirds of the Senate. Treaties, like the commonwealth compact, are in principle subject to subsequent revocation. So too is any domestic legislation subject to subsequent repeal, even if the decision to expand the military or provide additional prescription drug benefits to older Americans might saddle subsequent Congresses with costly budgetary constraints. Indeed, any congressional action can in theory always be undone. But that one Congress can undo the work of another does not address the binding external consequences of entering into a compact, ratifying a treaty, or simply repealing a law. Nor can it stand for the proposition that the domestic constitutional arrangements of the United States somehow forbid any senate from ratifying a mutually beneficial, forward-looking treaty, simply because subsequent events might require it to be undone.

The executive’s retreat from the opportunities and nuances of Public Law 600—evidenced in the OLC opinions of the last two decades, and DOJ’s recent litigating positions embodying those OLC opinions—rejects Frankfurter’s inventive statesmanship in favor of a reductive formalism that, as we explain below, would soon be matched by the other branches.

---

http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/55113?rskey=rlqXT2&result=2&isAdvanced=false#eid [https://perma.cc/E4JV-945K] (meaning eight, “to dispose of”). Certainly, if the Constitution’s drafters and ratifiers had wanted to underline congressional power over territories in perpetuity, thus subject to the one-Congress-cannot-bind-another rule, they had a variety of words from which to choose. For example, when providing for Congress’s powers over the District of Columbia, the Constitution endows Congress with the power “[t]o exercise exclusive Legislation in all Cases whatsoever, over [the District] . . . and to exercise like Authority over all Places purchased . . . for the Erection of Forts . . . and other needful buildings.” U.S. Const. art. I, § 8, cl. 17.

103. Frankfurter Memorandum, supra note 70, at 3.

104. Any legislation such as this imposes de facto future constraints in the form of not only budgetary commitments but political capital. See Eric A. Posner & Adrian Vermeule, Legislative Entrenchment: A Reappraisal, 111 Yale L.J. 1665, 1696–97 (2002) (“[A]ny statute changes the legal status quo and thereby shifts the burden of inertia from the enacting legislature to future legislatures . . . .”); John C. Roberts & Erwin Chemerinsky, Entrenchment of Ordinary Legislation: A Reply to Professors Posner and Vermeule, 91 Calif. L. Rev. 1773, 1815–16 (2003) (describing a host of de facto, accepted ways legislation may be “entrenched”).

105. Whitney v. Robertson, 124 U.S. 190, 195 (1887) (“[S]o far as a treaty made by the United States with any foreign nation can be the subject of judicial cognizance in the courts of [the United States], it [will be] subject to such acts as Congress may pass for its enforcement, modification, or repeal.”).
III. SUPREME COURT FORMALISM

For decades, the United States Supreme Court has recognized that Puerto Rico, “like a state, is an autonomous political entity.”® As the Court has chronicled many times, Puerto Rico’s “demand[] for greater autonomy” led Congress to pass Public Law 600 and Puerto Rico to enact its own Constitution; yet with that constitution, Puerto Rico gained “the degree of autonomy and independence normally associated with States of the Union.”® Yet the Court’s recent decisions in Puerto Rico v. Sanchez Valle® and Puerto Rico v. Franklin California Tax-Free Trust® retreated to a different, more formalist understanding of Puerto Rico’s sovereignty status, much in keeping with the position advocated by the Executive Branch.

In Sanchez Valle, the Court held that Puerto Rico—unlike a state—is not a separate sovereign for purposes of the double jeopardy clause, consequently diminishing its power to enforce criminal law. In Franklin Trust, the Court held that Puerto Rico was a state for purposes of the preemption provision in Chapter 9 of the Bankruptcy Code, thereby eliminating Puerto Rico’s ability to restructure its insolvent public utilities. Taken together, the two decisions sharply constrict the autonomous governance domain of the Commonwealth.

At least on the surface, the Court did not suddenly forget its decades of jurisprudence recognizing Puerto Rico’s sovereignty; the Court dutifully marched through the requisite rhetoric of Puerto Rican autonomy.® Yet both decisions treated Puerto Rico’s fundamental constitutional transformation after 1950 as nothing more than a data point—and sometimes an irrelevant one—in the interpretive task at hand. In especially Sanchez Valle but also in Franklin Trust, the Court’s decision was based on a refusal to recognize the genesis of Puerto Rico’s sovereignty in the constitutional transformation of the mid-twentieth century. As the Court described its inherited test in Sanchez Valle, “the inquiry (despite its label) does not probe whether a government possesses the usual attributes, or acts in the common manner, of a sovereign entity.”®

Instead, the Court’s historic test for double jeopardy focused on the moment of incorporation to American law, regardless of any intervening change in status.® Under this approach, a jurisdiction’s status at the time of legal affiliation with the United States would forever define its status, unless there were a formal cessation of affiliation (as with the Philippines) or formal integration as a state of the Union. That test, as the Court described, has been modestly serviceable in criminal law.® But it

® Examining Bd. of Eng’rs, Architects & Surveyors v. Flores de Otero, 426 U.S. 572, 592–94 (1976) (upholding the jurisdiction of the Federal District Court of Puerto Rico to enforce federal legislation); see also, e.g., Calero-Toledo, 416 U.S. at 671–72.
® Examining Bd. of Eng’rs, 426 U.S. at 594.
® Sanchez Valle, 136 S. Ct. at 1874–75.
® Id. at 1870.
® See id. at 1871–75.
® See id. at 1876–77.
does nothing to recognize the capacity of a relationship between sovereign entities to be constitutionally transformed.

_Sanchez Valle_ dramatizes the problems with the Court’s jurisprudence most clearly. The case began when Luis Sanchez Valle sold weapons to undercover officers; while criminal charges under Puerto Rico law were pending, a federal grand jury based in Puerto Rico indicted him for violating federal law.\(^{115}\) Sanchez Valle invoked the dual sovereignty doctrine to halt prosecution in the courts of Puerto Rico on double jeopardy grounds. Under the dual sovereignty doctrine, a defendant may only be subject to successive prosecutions for “a single act” if that offense “violates the laws of separate sovereigns.”\(^ {116}\)

The critical issue before the Court turned on whether Puerto Rico—like a state—is a separate sovereign or is simply a subordinate entity of the United States. As a technical matter under the inherited criminal law doctrine of dual sovereignty, the term “sovereignty” loses all of its conventional meaning in favor of a stylized inquiry as to how that entity came to be within the United States.\(^ {117}\) Sovereignty is defined for these purposes as the state in which the subnational entity entered into relations with the United States, rather than as any kind of functional assessment of the powers exercised by the respective political jurisdictions. Whether a political entity is sovereign depends on whether their political powers derive from the same “ultimate source.”\(^ {118}\) The Court is clear the inquiry is “historical, not functional”—to determine whether Puerto Rico is a separate sovereign from the United States requires “looking at the deepest wellsprings, not the current exercise, of prosecutorial authority.”\(^ {119}\) The Court stressed the importance of going back to the historical origin of sovereign power, looking for “primeval” sources of authority,\(^ {120}\) discerning sovereignty as “an original matter,”\(^ {121}\) and seeking the “furthest-back source of prosecutorial power.”\(^ {122}\)

Using this “historical” test, the Court found the “ultimate” source of Puerto Rico’s sovereignty (or, as the Court narrowed the phrase, Puerto Rico’s “prosecutorial power”) was the United States:

Congress, in Public Law 600, authorized Puerto Rico’s constitution-making process in the first instance; the people of a territory could not legally have initiated that process on their own. And Congress, in later legislation, both amended the draft charter and gave it the indispensable stamp of approval; popular ratification, however meaningful, could not have turned the convention’s handiwork into law. Put simply, Congress

\(^{115}\) _Id._ at 1869–70. A second petitioner, Jaime Gomez Vazquez, had his case joined with Sanchez Valle; for all relevant purposes, the facts of their cases are the same.

\(^{116}\) _Id._ at 1867 (emphasis added).

\(^{117}\) _Id._ at 1870 (“For whatever reason, the test we have devised to decide whether two governments are distinct for double jeopardy purposes overtly disregards common indicia of sovereignty.”).

\(^{118}\) _Id._ at 1871 (quoting United States v. Wheeler, 435 U.S. 313, 320 (1978)).

\(^{119}\) _Id._

\(^{120}\) _Id._ at 1872.

\(^{121}\) _Id._ at 1874.

\(^{122}\) _Id._ at 1875.
conferred the authority to create the Puerto Rico Constitution, which in turn confers the authority to bring criminal charges.123

Locating the source of Puerto Rico’s “sovereignty” in the U.S. Congress gives ample support to the old adage that “history is written by the victors.” Without much explanation, the Court located the “origin” of Puerto Rico at the moment the United States colonized Puerto Rico. By the Court’s logic, Puerto Rico derives its prosecutorial power from the Puerto Rico Constitution, which is in turn authorized by Congress; Congress has authority over Puerto Rico as a result of the 1898 Treaty of Paris (which ended the Spanish-American War).124 The only further defense the Supreme Court gives of its choice to begin the story of Puerto Rican autonomy at the Spanish-American War is that, going back one step further, Puerto Rico was just a Spanish colony: “[N]o one argues that when the United States gained possession of Puerto Rico, its people possessed independent prosecutorial power, in the way that the States or tribes did upon becoming part of this country. Puerto Rico was until then a colony ‘under Spanish sovereignty.’”125 The Court seems to suggest that, since Puerto Rico was already colonized when it came into U.S. possession, it was ultimately, originally a colony.

All of this reasoning is question-begging. If the moment of origin is set at the moment of colonization, then of course Puerto Rico would not be a separate sovereign under any definition, for the reason that it was subject to a brutal military occupation. But why set the origin moment at the arrival of the gunboats in the first place? When Columbus voyaged West in the late fifteenth century, for example, the Borinquen Taínos had already established a thriving society on the islands that make up what is now modern-day Puerto Rico, and that society already had a sophisticated legal system.126 This system included “prosecutorial power”: under Taíno law, village chiefs could condemn their subjects to death (after following particular procedures), an exercise of “prosecutorial power” that not only predates Congress’s first grant of power to Puerto Rico but predates Congress (even the Continental Congress) itself, and does so by at least 700 years.127

Like Native Americans—whose sovereignty the Court recognizes predates their encounter with the United States—Puerto Rican sovereignty predates conquest, whether by Spaniards or Americans; Justice Thomas’s separate concurrence in Sanchez Valle expressing discomfort with extending sovereignty to Native Americans underlined that the Court was well aware that using a slightly wider historical lens would reveal an alternative source of sovereignty even under the Court’s crabbed definition of the term.128

123. Id. (citation and footnote omitted).
124. Id. at 1880 (Breyer, J., dissenting) (citing Treaty of Peace Between the United States of America and the Kingdom of Spain, Spain-U.S., art. IX, Dec. 10, 1898, 30 Stat. 1754, 1759).
125. Id. at 1875 (citation omitted).
127. Id. at 16.
This historical “furthest-back” inquiry is its own reductio ad absurdum. The Taínos had sovereignty over the landmass of Puerto Rico before the Spanish, but humans have inhabited the island as early as 2000 BCE. Would the Court’s “historical” inquiry be satisfied by this “furthest-back,” or is there further yet to go? In dissent, Justice Breyer highlights this “conceptual” problem by explaining the Court could also trace Puerto Rico’s sovereignty back to Spain then Rome then Justinian, or trace the United States’ sovereignty to Parliament or William the Conqueror or King Arthur. Given the gaping leaps in logic, one would have expected a deeper conceptual defense of the Court’s cramped original position doctrine. Instead, the Court acknowledged that it has:

[N]ever explained its reasons for adopting this historical approach to the dual-sovereignty doctrine. It may appear counter-intuitive, even legalistic, as compared to an inquiry focused on a governmental entity’s functional autonomy. But that alternative would raise serious problems of application. It would require deciding exactly how much autonomy is sufficient for separate sovereignty . . .

The Court’s turn to formalism does not detract from the stark reality that the historical test the court settles for raises precisely the same “serious problems of application” of its own—what suffices for original “prosecutorial authority,” and how much is sufficient for separate sovereignty? And how far back must that “prosecutorial authority” go to establish its separateness? One can contrast the formalism of Sanchez Valle to the Court’s functional approach to the status of Guantánamo, another kind of “territory” subject to the rule of Congress, in the series of post-September 11th cases culminating in Boumediene v. United States.

As Justice Breyer points out in his dissent to Sanchez Valle, the “furthest-back” historical inquiry is symptomatic of a larger theoretical problem with the Court’s reasoning: the “ultimate” source of Puerto Rico’s “prosecutorial authority” or sovereignty writ large cannot be found by going further and further back. In the developments between 1950 and 1952, Puerto Rico’s adoption of a Constitution by and for the people marked a qualitative shift in Puerto Rico’s political status including its “prosecutorial authority” and, indeed, its “sovereignty” as that term is commonly understood. After all, the U.S. Constitution does not, in the final analysis, draw its moral or political authority from the legal recognition of American independence in the 1783 Treaty of Paris, or even from the Articles of Confederation.

129. Rouse, supra note 126, at 69, 106–07 (noting the Ortoiroid Indians began migrating to present-day Puerto Rico around 2000 BCE).
130. The Court’s inquiry also has the further disadvantage of leaving open what counts as “prosecutorial power”—does the sovereign’s power over its subjects suffice, or does the court require “prosecutorial power” to look like Anglo-American justice systems, further repeating its revisionist history?
132. Id. at 1871 n.3.
133. 553 U.S. 723, 764 (2008) (finding that the common thread in their jurisprudence is “the idea that questions of extraterritoriality turn on objective factors and practical concerns, not formalism”).
134. Sanchez Valle, 136 S. Ct. at 1878 (Breyer, J., dissenting).
but rather from “We the People.” As there, so here: the provenance of Puerto Rico’s prosecutorial authority and its sovereignty is its Constitution, which, just like the U.S. Constitution, declares that it ultimately draws authority from its people.  

At root, the question unanswered by the Supreme Court remains why the creation of the Puerto Rico Constitution, by the popular consent of the residents of Puerto Rico, did not create “the ‘ultimate source’” of sovereignty for modern Puerto Rico—especially when that popular consent was accompanied by consent from the original colonizing entity (the U.S. federal government). Does the Court really want to hold that sovereignty can be vested at the moment of conquest and not subsequently assumed by the democratic undertaking of “We the People,” of the United States in general and those U.S. citizens residing in Puerto Rico in particular? Puerto Rico’s Constitution culminated a process of both a reorganization of the terms by which the United States organized legal authority over its territory and the role of the Puerto Rican people in self-government. It was both a new compact with the United States and what Bruce Ackerman has called a transformative “constitutional moment.” For Ackerman, such moments alter the fundamental understanding of constitutional power in which “[d]ecisions by the People . . . under special constitutional conditions” take on a new legal dimension above and beyond the formal textual commands. Certainly, Ackerman’s conditions for such moments appear satisfied in Puerto Rico—a supermajority of people must support the fundamental change to the nature of government, and they must convince or defeat opponents through deliberation on the merits. This is precisely what happened in Puerto Rico between 1950 and 1952, as decisive majorities of Puerto Rico residents (76.5% of voters and 81.9% of voters, respectively) approved Public Law 600 and the Puerto Rico Constitution, while Congress (representing the rest of the American people) overwhelmingly endorsed both acts as well.

135. P.R. CONST. art. I, § 1 (“Su poder político emana del pueblo y se ejercerá con arreglo a su voluntad . . . . [Its political power emanates from the people and shall be exercised in accordance with their will . . . .]”).  
138. Id. at 6.  
139. Dieter Nohlen, Puerto Rico, in 1 Elections in the Americas: A Data Handbook 556 (Dieter Nohlen ed., 2005). The turnout for these referenda were significant, as 506,185 Puerto Ricans voted in the referendum on Public Law 600, and 457,572 voted in the 1952 Constitutional Referendum. Id. These amounted to roughly 55–70% of the voting aged population at the time. See U.S. Census Bureau, Detailed Characteristics: Puerto Rico, in 2 Census of Population: 1950, at 53–107 (1950) (the 1950 Census did not create divisions based on citizens under 18 versus over 18, only 5-year categories (i.e., 15–19 years, 20–24 years), making an exact calculation of the number of voting-aged Puerto Ricans impossible).  
One need not accept Ackerman’s account of constitutional transformations to recognize that a fundamental change occurred through the decisions of Congress and Puerto Rico that the popular will of the people of Puerto Rico would be honored in relations going forward. This process of popular consent was the most significant modern turning point in U.S.-Puerto Rico relations. Put simply, Public Law 600[141] “was intended to end” Puerto Rico’s “subordinate status”[142] and, as a matter of constitutional fact, ought to have done so.

The Court’s decision in *Sanchez Valle* missed the critical significance of Public Law 600. Puerto Rico was endowed by an act of Congress with the power to determine its own political fate. The holding of a referendum on political status was an act of what classic constitutional theory would term “constituent power.”[143] As expounded in the classic account of modern state formation by the Abbé Emmanuel Joseph Sieyès, there is a distinction drawn between the authority to decide on a constitutional order and the manner in which that power is constituted ultimately.[144] The authority to make that choice is an attribute of sovereignty reserved to the constituent power, in this case the critical decisions by the citizens of Puerto Rico to enter into this new relationship by overwhelming endorse their new constitutional arrangements in 1952. The constituent power for the new commonwealth arrangement was exercised in the decision of the people of Puerto Rico to take the first affirmative steps of adopting the formal relationship with the United States. The Court in *Sanchez Valle* offered no account of why sovereign status could not emerge during the reformulation of political relations as part of the process of decolonization.

Further, the Court did not explain why it rejected congressional intent in altering the relation between the United States and Puerto Rico. As its legislative history makes clear, Public Law 600 was a “reaffirmation by the Congress of the self-government principle.”[145] Even if one were to reject legislative history as a legitimate ground for judicial decision-making, Public Law 600’s enacted preamble (which is broadly agreed to be acceptable grounds for judicial interpretation of a statute)[146]

143. *See* MARTIN LOUGHLIN, THE IDEA OF PUBLIC LAW 100 (2003) (defining constituent power as the power of the people to establish the constitutional order of their nation).
146. *See*, e.g., ANTONIN SCALIA & BRYAN A. GARNER, READING LAW: THE INTERPRETATION OF LEGAL TEXTS 217–20 (2012) (“[T]he prologue [sets] forth the assumed facts and the purposes that the majority of the enacting legislature . . . had in mind, and these can shed light on the meaning of the operative provisions that follow.”); 1 JOSEPH STORY, COMMENTARIES ON THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES § 459, at 350 (5th ed. 1891)
describes Public Law 600 as the culmination of a “series of enactments [that] progressively recognized the right of self-government of the people of Puerto Rico.” Even in the absence of these statements, however, is the political reality that after Congress passed the law, Puerto Ricans voted on whether to accept it in an island-wide referendum before proceeding to any constitution writing at all. After Public Law 600 gained popular approval, Puerto Rico convened a constitutional convention whose proposed constitutional plan was approved by a second referendum. Congress may have initiated the constitution-writing process, but the voters of Puerto Rico made it a reality.

The path from Public Law 600 to the Puerto Rican Constitution similarly renders all “sources of authority” predating that organic shift open to reexamination, if not outright obsolete. Seemingly, the Court had adopted this reasoning in Examining Board of Engineers, Architects & Surveyors v. Flores de Otero, which recognized that Puerto Rico has “a relationship to the United States that has no parallel in our history”—a point the Court acknowledged in Sanchez Valle. Yet, the majority of the Court rejected petitioner’s claim that “Puerto Rico’s transformative constitutional moment” was controlling on the grounds that it only revealed “immediate,” not “ultimate,” historical authority. But why Spain’s act of conquest trumps congressional agreement to Puerto Rican self-government over local affairs is not at all clear. Not only was it evident to both the federal government and Puerto Rico that the events of 1950 to 1952 marked a constitutional transformation, that understanding was the basis of binding representations made to the world at large. Courts once looked to these representations in their interpretation of Public Law 600 and what followed. As far as Puerto Rico, the rest of the United States, and even the United Nations were concerned, Puerto Rico became “sovereign” in terms of obtaining political agency. Yet all of these considerations did not sway the Supreme Court in Sanchez Valle; indeed, the U.S. federal government’s representations to the United Nations did not merit even a mention in the majority opinion.

Failure to recognize Puerto Rico’s transformative constitutional moment may be less obvious in the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in Franklin Trust, but a similar logic was at play. The decision resolved as a practical matter a question of immense importance to Puerto Rico’s economic survival: the power of the Puerto Rican government to pass a bankruptcy scheme to restructure its insolvent public utilities in the middle of a massive economic crisis. But the Court resolved this question by

148. See supra note 59. Prior to final approval, Congress insisted on some secondary changes to the text, but this did not alter the core act of sovereign approval by the people of Puerto Rico.
149. See supra note 60.
151. Id. at 596.
engaging in a highly technical statutory interpretation of the Bankruptcy Code. The Bankruptcy Code originally expressly included Puerto Rico in the definition of “state,” which meant that Puerto Rico could legislate reorganization procedures for its agencies or political subdivisions. Subsequent amendment, however, removed Puerto Rico from the category of states, meaning that it could neither be a debtor under the Code nor authorize any insolvency scheme of its own. While Puerto Rico is thus not a state for purposes of the “gateway provision”—that is, it cannot authorize municipalities to seek relief under Chapter 9 of the Bankruptcy Code—the Court held Puerto Rico should still be considered a state for purposes of preemption, thereby preventing it from restructuring on its own terms. The decision paid no attention at all to the nature of Puerto Rico’s sovereignty under Public Law 600 and the Puerto Rico Constitution; the Court treated it as if it were simply a nonstate, subordinate, political jurisdiction, no different from Detroit or any other municipality, rather than a territory able to claim congressional recognition of its political institutions and with its own constitution.

Both of these Supreme Court decisions undermined the effective relationship between Puerto Rico and the rest of the United States. After decades of internal and international representations that Puerto Rico was not a U.S. colony, the Court traced its power to the moment of colonization and treated it as a subsidiary governmental unit; the Supreme Court embraced the Department of Justice’s position that Puerto Rico’s putative sovereignty was only a matter of legislative grace without legal substance. As summarized by the Court, “the dual-sovereignty test we have adopted focuses on a different question: not on the fact of self-rule, but on where it came from.” The birthmark of imperial conquest proves indelible.

IV. CONGRESS WEIGHS IN

As hard as it may be to recall, Puerto Rico was a great economic success story until the end of the twentieth century. Beneficial treatment of the island under federal law provided a significant spur to local economic development, most notably through generous corporate tax exemptions that spurred the growth of a dynamic industrial sector. The period following the 1950–52 “constitutional moment” featured dramatic economic growth, with the Commonwealth outperforming the Asian “tigers” whose economic takeoff would dazzle observers in the late twentieth century.

century. The Federal Tax Reform Act of 1976 established a more robust version of an economic opportunity zone under Section 936 of the Internal Revenue Code, which entrenched the preferential tax treatment of production on the island. The combination of reduced corporate taxes, free entry into the American product market, and other economic incentives created a thriving manufacturing sector, particularly in the pharmaceutical industry. Under Section 936, Puerto Rico became a center for not only pharmaceutical but also light manufacturing industries for whom the combination of a low tax structure, proximity to the United States, and tariff-free entry into the American market was a winning combination.

As a result, the gross national product of the island increased more than four-fold from 1947 to 1993, with the biggest acceleration after 1976. By 1985, forty-two percent of the deposits in commercial Puerto Rican banks were from corporations structured to take advantage of Section 936, and these tax credits became one of the central drivers of growth in the Puerto Rican economy. Unfortunately, this regime did not last.

After the passage of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993, which limited the tax benefits corporations could claim, Congress, responding to a complex set of political incentives, eliminated the Section 936 credit entirely in the Small Business Job Protection Act of 1996, with a ten-year phase out. According to World Bank figures for the period 1996 to 2014, the end of Section 936 precipitated Puerto Rico’s descent into a prolonged recession: growth rates averaged 2.17% in the eight years prior to the repeal of Section 936; in the eight years after Section 936 was repealed, the economy actually contracted 0.49% on average; the economy grew only two years of those eight.

---


As manufacturing began to wane, Puerto Rico turned to debt financing to underwrite its budgetary obligations. The Jones-Shafroth Act of 1917 exempted Puerto Rican bonds from federal, state, and municipal taxation.\footnote{167} Puerto Rico’s bonds were backed by the Commonwealth regardless of the issuing authority.\footnote{168} The Commonwealth constitution even emphasized borrowing as a potential source of funding, including a provision to reassure investors by requiring that the Secretary of the Treasury of Puerto Rico “apply the available revenues including surplus to the payment of interest on the public debt.”\footnote{169} Puerto Rican law further limited local taxation of revenues from bonds. Finally, Puerto Rico was excluded from Chapter 9 of the Bankruptcy Code, which allowed states to authorize bankruptcy procedures for their political subdivisions.\footnote{170} This meant that bondholders could lend to Puerto Rico’s agencies and municipalities with little prospect of being subjected to cramdown reorganizations in case of financial crises. The effect was to make Puerto Rican debt an attractive investment, even as the economy tottered.\footnote{171}

The combination of the end of Section 936 and increasing local and federal protection for bond creditors served to simultaneously depress manufacturing and facilitate the expansion of public debt, paving the road for Puerto Rico to become America’s Greece. As is common in economies funded by debt, mismanagement and corruption became endemic problems. The island is currently $123 billion in debt, with $49 billion in unfunded pension obligations.\footnote{172} The poverty rate stood at forty-five percent and unemployment at eleven percent,\footnote{173} all before Hurricane Maria reduced much of the Puerto Rican archipelago to rubble. Indeed, former Governor

\begin{footnotes}
\item[168] P.R. CONST. art. VI, § 8 (guaranteeing public debt will be paid prior to any other claims in the event of a shortfall); \textit{see also} P.R. GOV’T DEV. BANK, COMMONWEALTH OF PUERTO RICO FINANCIAL INFORMATION AND OPERATING DATA REPORT 58 (2013), \url{http://www.gdbpr.com/investors_resources/publications-reports/commonwealthfiodr/commonwealth-report.pdf} [https://perma.cc/NH6K-9YTF] (“[P]ublic debt’ includes only general obligation bonds and notes of the Commonwealth . . . [and] also any payments required to be made by the Commonwealth under its guarantees of bonds and notes issued by its public instrumentalities.”).
\item[169] P.R. CONST. art. VI, § 2.
\item[172] \textit{Id.}; \textit{see also} Mary Williams Walsh, \textit{Puerto Rico Declares a Form of Bankruptcy}, N.Y. TIMES: DEALBOOK (May 3, 2017), \url{https://www.nytimes.com/2017/05/03/business/dealbook/puerto-rico-debt.html} [https://perma.cc/9SJU-86PA?type=image].
\end{footnotes}
García Padilla already described the economy as being in a “death spiral” in 2016, and this was well before Hurricane Maria.

Even without the impact of Maria, the sheer size of Puerto Rico’s debt relative to its total population and the high level of poverty and dependency made a financial crisis unavoidable. By the time Governor García Padilla rightly sounded the alarm about the Commonwealth’s insuperable debt load and initiated efforts to bring spending under control, even the best efforts at fiscal restraint by the Commonwealth’s political actors had the feel of fighting off a forest fire with a garden hose. The question became what to do with the limited time and resources available. Much of the debt was accumulated by local government entities in Puerto Rico, or through bond offerings by public agencies such as utilities, all of which were ultimately backstopped by the Commonwealth government. At the same time, as confirmed in Franklin Trust, Puerto Rico could neither declare its own bankruptcy nor create a bankruptcy work-out procedure for its subordinate jurisdictions without congressional intervention.

If debt relief were to come from without, it would likely resemble one of three basic models for external debt restructuring. The first responds to a demand from international banking authorities and creditors by creating a new fiscal order, in exchange for which the debtor is permitted continued access to international credit markets (we will term this the “Argentine model”). The second uses the debtor’s membership in preexisting political organizations to impose similar forms of fiscal restructuring and austerity but oblige the debtor’s own leadership to implement the austerity measures and allow it some discretion as to how austerity will be achieved (the “Greek model”). The final one is to suspend the authority of the debtor political unit and subordinate its governmental functions to operate under the aegis


of a higher-level political authority to whom the insolvent polity already belongs, who will once again impose fiscal restrictions and austerity but under its own legal authority (the “Detroit model”).

Each of these three involves a suspension of some of the attributes of a government’s sovereign authority under the strains of insolvency. Greece could protest the harshness of the austerity terms, but the final decision on the future structure of the Greek state and economy was going to be made in Berlin, Frankfurt, or Brussels—not Athens. Similarly, protest as they might, Detroit voters were going to have to make their appeals to the broad electorate of Michigan, many of whom were well distant to the interests of Detroit as a matter of geography, partisanship, race, or a combination thereof. And even in the case of Argentina, the ability to “just say no” to international demands was a temporary expedient that ultimately yielded to the need to pay off bondholders as a condition of renewed access to international credit and trade.

But coercive as all forms of restructuring may be at bottom, the Argentine, Greek, and Detroit models all respect, at least to a degree, the rights of democratic engagement by the affected populations. In Argentina, the need to obtain political buy-in from the population of the debtor gave at least some leverage to the Argentine government in the negotiations with the more powerful creditors. In the case of Detroit, municipal restructuring took place under the supervision of the political authorities of Michigan, who were in turn (at least in theory) democratically accountable to the citizen-voters of Detroit. Greece too retained its positions in all of the European Union governing institutions for the duration of the crisis, and the need for ultimate electoral approval by Greek voters was a central point in negotiations. The voters of Greece, Argentina, and Detroit all had an electoral stake in how their governors implemented fiscal reform, and election results in all three had an impact on the deals that were eventually cut. This is what ultimately differentiates being part of a democratic polity from being a subordinated colonial supplicant.

Compare, by way of contrast, Congress’s effort to restructure Puerto Rico’s debts in the 2016 Puerto Rico Oversight, Management and Economic Stability Act (PROMESA). Under PROMESA, any fiscal plan or budget developed by the Commonwealth’s central government needs to be approved by an Oversight Board before implementation. That Board has the authority to generate revenue forecasts and to authorize the Governor to lower the minimum wage. Most centrally, under Chapter III of PROMESA, the Oversight Board has the authority to

---

represent Puerto Rico in a reorganization of the island’s obligations by a court to be designated by the Chief Justice of the United States.\textsuperscript{183}

PROMESA now oversees the largest reorganization of a public entity in American history.\textsuperscript{184} Unlike Detroit (or, by extension, Greece or Argentina) the authority of the PROMESA Board (or the “junta”\textsuperscript{185} to use the more evocative term in Spanish) has no democratic accountability to the polity facing its decisions on austerity and debt cancellation. The PROMESA Board is selected by the President from lists submitted from the Speaker of the House, Majority Leader of the Senate, Minority Leader of the House, and the Minority Leader of the Senate, and a single member selected solely at the discretion of the President.\textsuperscript{186} Only “off-list” nominations, selections of an individual not provided on one of the aforementioned lists, are subject to Senate confirmation\textsuperscript{187} (an expedient designed, as the House Report on PROMESA makes plain, to ensure that the Oversight Board had a Republican majority—this to oversee a population that is largely made up of would-be Democratic voters).\textsuperscript{188}

When viewed in terms of democratic accountability to the affected citizens, PROMESA has no formal antecedents in the Argentine, Greek, or Detroit models. The Board has only an obligation to consult with Puerto Rican authorities, not to obtain their approval. Puerto Ricans do not vote for any members of Congress or the Electoral College. Despite an aspiration “to coordinate with an eye to consensus in the enactment of the fiscal plan, the [Board] has final authority to establish the fiscal plan and local budgets.”\textsuperscript{189}

As a result, Puerto Ricans are the only U.S. citizens who do not have the right to vote for those officials with ultimate budgetary authority over them.\textsuperscript{190} If anything hearkens back to the imagery of colonialism, it is the utter lack of a claim to self-rule in the most fundamental attributes of government that PROMESA exemplifies.

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item 183. 48 U.S.C. § 2168(a) (Supp. IV 2017).
\item 184. Bases, supra note 173.
\item 186. 48 U.S.C. § 2121(e) (Supp. IV 2017).
\item 187. Id. § 2121(e)(2)(E).
\item 188. H.R. REP. No. 114-602, at 42 (2016).
\item 190. Like Puerto Rico, citizens in the District of Columbia are only represented in Congress by a non-voting delegate. 2 U.S.C. § 25a(a). But in 1923, the Twenty-third Amendment provided citizens in the District of Columbia electors in presidential elections as if it were a state, at least providing D.C. citizens with representation at the executive level. U.S. CONST. amend. XXIII. Puerto Ricans do not have this right. See Igartúa-De La Rosa v. United States, 417 F.3d 145, 147–48 (1st Cir. 2005) (finding that Puerto Ricans do not have a constitutional right to representation in presidential elections); see also Igartúa v. United States, 626 F.3d 592, 600–01 (1st Cir. 2010) (finding that Puerto Ricans do not have a constitutional right to representation in congressional elections).
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
What distinguishes the PROMESA model is the lurking colonial imagery that comes from the lack of political accountability of the PROMESA Board to anyone in Puerto Rico. This distinguishes Puerto Rico from the domestic applications of the “dictatorship for democracy” model of financial control boards promoted by David Skeel (now a member of the PROMESA Board) and Clayton Gillette whose proposals were largely followed in the PROMESA legislation. Unlike the collapse of “normal politics” in a municipal bankruptcy in the United States, the fiscal woes in Puerto Rico are not merely a local contrivance but are also in part a function of the web of federal laws that simultaneously make unviable many routes to durable economic growth on the island.

Identifying the troubling antidemocratic character of PROMESA is not to claim that it was either not necessary or designed to be malevolent. Although the debt restructuring provisions of PROMESA were modeled after Chapter 9 of the Federal Bankruptcy Code, PROMESA critically differs in having several pro-debtor provisions that are of great benefit to Puerto Rico. These include allowing a debtor to use collateral to pay expenses, allowing a debtor to obtain credit while in proceedings in order to continue functioning without any protection for the lien holder, and having no “safe harbor” that would allow a creditor to terminate derivative contracts with Puerto Rico during the reorganization proceedings. Overall, PROMESA has more protections for Puerto Rico during a bankruptcy than Puerto Rico would have obtained if its subordinate jurisdictions were allowed to file for bankruptcy protection under Chapter 9 of the Bankruptcy Code.

Even as the callous appointments process to the PROMESA Board has provoked great anger in Puerto Rico, there is little desire to overturn the needed protections of the statute. Without bankruptcy protection, Puerto Rico could become a failed government without even internal protection. And, although not formally a part of

---

195. Id.
196. See id.
197. Walsh, supra note 185.
the political process that yielded PROMESA, Puerto Ricans in the United States are politically active and a forceful constituency in Florida, Illinois, and New York, and concern for Puerto Rican welfare has drawn considerable support from various forces on the political left;\textsuperscript{198} the island is not altogether without political leverage.

As it has proceeded about its business, the PROMESA Board has, thus far, been careful about its demands for any further compromise of the Commonwealth’s governmental functions. While pensioners and civil servants will bear the brunt of any reduction in government expenditures, the story thus far is one of basically respectful engagement in a horribly difficult environment. For example, the PROMESA Board has reached agreements to liquidate Puerto Rico’s central bank, the Government Development Bank, after it defaulted on $422 million of debt in April of 2016.\textsuperscript{199} Puerto Rico’s utility companies also reached a deal with the help of the Oversight Board to restructure its debt and lower customer rates over the next six years.\textsuperscript{200}

Indeed, it has been Puerto Rico’s hedge fund creditors who have filed for relief from the automatic stay under 11 U.S.C. §§ 362 and 922, so they can pursue an action against the PROMESA Oversight Board on a constitutional basis,\textsuperscript{201} either as a violation of the Appointments Clause,\textsuperscript{202} or the requirement under the Bankruptcy Clause that Congress’s authority must be exercised “[t]o establish . . . uniform Laws on the subject of Bankruptcies throughout the United States.”\textsuperscript{203} By and large, Puerto Rico’s political elites appear to have made the calculation that they are better off with PROMESA, notwithstanding its neo-colonialist sheen, than without it.

However beneficial PROMESA may turn out to be, it is still a paternalistic intervention imposed from without. Congress’s intervention in PROMESA, then, was the realization of the rebellion of the Executive Branch and the formalism of the Supreme Court. In microcosm, it represents the culmination of the process by which any constitutional arrangement, and indeed any modus vivendi, unravels. The “compact” and “consent” that empowered the people of Puerto Rico after 1952 was gently worn away.


\textsuperscript{200} Id.

\textsuperscript{201} Motion of Aurelius for Relief from the Automatic Stay, In re Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, No. 17-BK-3283-LTS (D.P.R. Aug. 7, 2017).

\textsuperscript{202} Id. at 12; see also U.S. CONST. art. II, § 2, cl. 2.

V. WHERE TO NOW?

A. The Insular Cases Redux

It is odd to see in the current issues over Puerto Rico a replaying of the same considerations that bedeviled the first imperial acquisition of territory by the United States following the Spanish-American War. These questions of empire, hotly debated at the turn of the century, played out in the election of 1900 and, ultimately, in the Supreme Court’s decisions in the Insular Cases. Each of these cases was a variation on a basic fact pattern: goods were shipped between the United States and one of the new territories, duties were levied on the shipment, and a constitutional challenge ensued as to whether constitutional and statutory guarantees of free shipment of goods could be invoked to resist any attempted tariff. In each case, the presumption of uniform treatment would have condemned any tariff on trade within the United States while leaving similar exactions on external trade to the authority of Congress and the President over foreign relations.

The Court’s early engagement with the issue yielded the conclusion that, since Puerto Rico had been handed to the United States by Spain, it was wholly integrated in the United States’ territory and hence, as a purely domestic entity, could no longer be considered foreign in any sense of the word. Accordingly, no tariff could be levied on the transport of goods from one part of the country to another. After a series of sharply divided 5–4 decisions, the Court finally reversed course and found that not only tariffs were the prerogative of Congress, but that the Territory Clause was a broad mandate to congressional experimentation with divergent models of governance. As set forth by Justice Brown, “the Constitution is applicable to territories acquired by purchase or conquest only when and so far as Congress shall so direct.”

Justice Brown created a bifurcated constitutional order that would permit both American control and a theory of territorial status that was neither state nor colony with different rights guarantees in each domain. In this sense, the Insular Cases anticipated debates from the last part of the twentieth century on the incorporation of the protections of the Bill of Rights onto the states through the Fourteenth Amendment. On one hand, Brown saw the Constitution as a restraining document, 


205. Christina Duffy Burnett, United States: American Expansion and Territorial Deannexation, 72 U. Chi. L. Rev. 797, 809–10 (2005) (spelling out the various cases thought to be part of the ongoing debate on insularity).


208. Id. at 282.

209. Though Justice Black argued that the Fourteenth Amendment incorporated all elements of the Bill of Rights, Adamson v. California, 332 U.S. 46, 71–72 (1947) (Black, J., dissenting), the Court has continued to incorporate elements of the Bill of Rights selectively. See, e.g., Gitlow v. New York, 268 U.S. 652 (1925) (incorporating the First Amendment); Wolf v. Colorado, 338 U.S. 25 (1949) (incorporating the Fourth Amendment); Malloy v. Hogan, 378 U.S. 1 (1964) (incorporating the Fifth Amendment); In re Oliver, 333 U.S. 257
providing negative liberty for American citizens by preventing the government from interfering with certain essential natural rights. On the other, the Constitution also provided for certain “artificial or remedial rights” that did not exist naturally, but rather as a grant by the government. Citizenship, suffrage, and judicial procedure are examples of this category. Given that Congress had not extended the Constitution in its entirety to Puerto Rico, artificial rights like the Uniformity Clause had not been extended either, and a tariff based on nonuniform treatment of the territories was constitutional.

The resolution was pragmatic rather than resting on any formalist reading of any particular clause of the Constitution. Like all pragmatic accommodations, the Insular Cases left much to the specific applications of divergent governance models across the various territorial acquisitions. Paradoxically, the Uniformity Clause emerges at the heart of the current challenge to the PROMESA bankruptcy process, this time led by hedge fund challengers to any haircut in the value of the debt they hold that they might be subjected to during the restructuring process.

And yet the pragmatic resolution of core constitutional protections being differentiated from specific applications survived the increasing distancing of American constitutional law from the Insular Cases. Partial incorporation of constitutional guarantees is the norm in the application of federal law to the states as the Fourteenth Amendment filled out its current constitutional form after World War II. Even matters as central as the right to trial by jury are left to state-by-state determination rather than extension of the Seventh Amendment. American Indian law goes further in not extending a presumption of constitutional incorporation to Indian tribes and instead affording critical constitutional rights as a matter of congressional mandate under the Indian Civil Rights Act.

(1948) (incorporating the Sixth Amendment); Robinson v. California, 370 U.S. 660 (1962) (incorporating the Eighth Amendment).

10. Downes, 182 U.S. at 282. Brown provided what appears to be a nonexhaustive list of examples, including rights to freedom of religion, property, due process, and equal protection.

210. Id. at 283.
211. Id. at 286–87.
212. Id. at 287.

214. See Downes, 182 U.S. at 292, 341–42 (White, J., concurring) (The question is “not whether the Constitution is operative, for that is self-evident, but whether the provision relied on is applicable.” (emphasis added)); see also ARNOLD H. LEIBOWITZ, DEFINING STATUS: A COMPREHENSIVE ANALYSIS OF UNITED STATES TERRITORIAL RELATIONS 16 n.45 (1989) (setting out doctrines of partial incorporation of U.S. law as applied to Puerto Rico).

215. The Constitution is not self-executing on Indian tribal land and is only partially incorporated pursuant to the Indian Civil Rights Act, 25 U.S.C. §§ 1301–1304 (2012 & Supp. IV 2017). See Nevada v. Hicks, 533 U.S. 353, 383 (2001) (Souter, J., concurring) (“[I]t has been understood for more than a century that the Bill of Rights and the Fourteenth Amendment do not of their own force apply to Indian tribes.”); Oliphant v. Suquamish Indian Tribe, 435 U.S. 191, 194 (1978) (finding that due process protections accorded under the Indian Civil Rights Act are analogous, but “not identical,” to those guaranteed under the Constitution); see
The key to the reasoning across the Insular Cases is the centrality of congressional action. The governance of the newly acquired territories was left to political resolution rather than being compelled by any formal inherent obligation from the Constitution as such. For Justice Edward D. White's influential concurrence in Downes, the reasoning of which the Court adopted by 1922, congressional authority over how to govern territories yielded the odd (but in our view appealing) conclusion that Puerto Rico was not foreign per se, but rather “foreign to the United States in a domestic sense.” As we shall develop in the next Section, the focus on the scope of congressional authority grounds the discussion of Puerto Rico in comparable concepts developed in the context of Indian law, where the Court recognizes the presumption of tribal sovereignty “unless and until” there is contrary action by Congress. The fact that Congress may act in contrary fashion does not diminish the core sovereignty principle of American Indian law. Nor does the superior sovereignty of the United States diminish the obligation of Congress to be clear in its override of tribal authority.

Despite the divided opinions and lack of controlling rationale, the leading opinions of the Insular Cases provide a constitutional flexibility missing in both the executive pronouncements of late and the recent U.S. Supreme Court decisions. Some notion of what we will term “compacted sovereignty” should reemerge that would capture the notion of subordination of Puerto Rico, but subordination entered into by virtue of an exercise of popular sovereignty. The idea of compacted sovereignty captures both the sense that the sovereignty is the basis of the fundamental compact establishing the relation between the two polities, and also that the resulting sovereignty has been “compacted” to be less fulsome than plenary sovereignty. As expressed by former Governor Rafael Hernández Colón, recognition of the transformative role of the exercise of popular sovereignty “sets the groundwork for the democratic experimentation required to fulfill the asymmetric legitimacy of those areas not incorporated as a state in the Union.”

also FELIX S. COHEN, HANDBOOK OF FEDERAL INDIAN LAW 667 (1982 ed.) (“Many significant constitutional limitations on federal and state governments are not included in the Indian Civil Rights Act . . .”).

220. Id. at 341–42.
223. Colón, supra note 189, at 592. Governor Hernández Colón relies on a long series of cases following the 1952 Constitution that recognize the core independent legal status of Puerto Rico over its internal affairs. See, e.g., Calero-Toledo v. Pearson Yacht Leasing Co., 416 U.S. 663, 673–74 (1974) (reaffirming Puerto Rico’s power to determine scope of own legislation); United States v. Rivera Torres, 826 F.2d 151, 154 (1st Cir. 1987) (affirming Congress’s power to legislate Puerto Rico in manner different from U.S. states); United States v. Quiñones, 758 F.2d 40, 42 (1st Cir. 1985) (determining Congress no longer has plenary power over Puerto Rico); Cordova v. Chase Manhattan Bank N.A., 649 F.2d 36, 38 (1st Cir. 1981) (holding Puerto Rico considered “state” when applying Sherman Act to activities on island); Moreno Rios v. United States, 256 F.2d 68, 69–72 (1st Cir. 1958) (determining U.S. criminal law applied to Puerto Rico after achieving commonwealth status); Guerrero v. Alcoa Steamship Co., 234 F.2d 349, 351–52 (1st Cir. 1956) (accepting argument for continued
David Rezvani’s study of “Partially Independent Territories” (PITs) around the world,224 Hernández Colón argues that such arrangements allow “the partially independent political entities to reach a higher level of wellbeing than if they were independent” based upon unions that “are tailor-made to the specific political, nationalistic, and economic interests of a region rather than a framework that demands transformation of the core state.”225

As Hernández Colón and Rezvani observe, the decolonization movement of the twentieth century saw—particularly in the Pacific—a slew of political arrangements take hold in which a sovereign-yet-subordinate political entity was recognized with a “superior” sovereign entity assuming some, but not all, of the functions that a sovereign state would customarily perform.226 Examples include the United States’ “trusteeship” over the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands after World War II;227 the United States’ “free association” with the newly-sovereign nations of Palau, the Federated States of Micronesia, and the Republic of the Marshall Islands, which emerged from the trust territory;228 and New Zealand’s relationship, not replicated anywhere else in the world, with the “sovereign and independent state[s]” of the Cook Islands and Niue.229 Such arrangements exemplify the “inventive


225. Colón, supra note 189, at 608.

226. See id. at 588–593, 606–610; Rezvani, supra note 224, at 93.


229. Joint Centenary Declaration of the Principles of the Relationship Between the Cook Islands and New Zealand, Cook Islands-N.Z., June 11, 2001. The Cook Islands and Niue make their own laws and may enter into treaties with other sovereign nations in their own right. See
statesmanship” that necessarily arose to meet the challenges of decolonization and gesture to the international pedigree of pragmatic accommodations akin to our notion of “compacted sovereignty.” As we discuss infra, however, we need not cross an ocean to find examples of this accommodation.

Sovereignty is a contested concept, but there are at least four elements that appear key in this context, even when they exist in conjunction with an agreed upon subordination to another, higher sovereign. The first is the existence of a defined territory, something found in both American and international law. The second, as discussed earlier in the events leading to popular approbation of the 1952 Puerto Rico Constitution, is the exercise of a constituent power among the affected population that expresses a will to sovereignty. The third is the domestic exercise of the customary police powers over health and safety of the population by internal political authorities. And, finally, there is the self-identification as a nation, reflected in custom, shared political engagements, and even such matters as a national sports team.

Perhaps not surprisingly, American Indian law recognizes just this concept of subordinated sovereignty, rooted in the preexisting historic claims to sovereignty of the tribes and the subsequent integration through treaty. Both Indian law and the Insular Cases introduce a heavy racialist dose into the constitutional prescription. But both rest on the idea that limited sovereignty is necessary to preserve ways of

id. Nevertheless, they are not considered independent, sovereign nations by the international community. See Masahiro Igarashi, Associated Statehood in International Law 263–64 (2002) (describing statement of New Zealand to the Lomé Council of Secretariat in 1979 explaining the “international position of the Cook Islands”); Rezvani, supra note 224, at 93. See McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 25 (1892) (citing Texas v. White, 74 U.S. 700, 700 (1868)) (defining a state as “a political community of free citizens, occupying a territory of defined boundaries”); Restatement (Third) of Foreign Relations Law § 201 (Am. Law Inst. 1987) (“Under international law, a state is an entity that has a defined territory . . . .”); Convention on Rights and Duties of States art. 1, Dec. 26, 1933, 165 L.N.T.S. 19, 25 (setting forth that, among other qualifications for statehood, “[t]he State as a person of international law should possess . . . a defined territory”).

231. See, e.g., Montana v. United States, 450 U.S. 544, 566 (1981) (holding that Indian tribes have the authority to regulate conduct that “threatens or has some direct effect on the political integrity, the economic security, or the health or welfare of the tribe”); United States v. Wheeler, 435 U.S. 313, 322 (1978) (“It is undisputed that Indian tribes have power to enforce their criminal laws against tribe members.”); Restatement of the Law: The Law of American Indians § 30 cmt. b (Am. Law Inst., Council Draft No. 4, 2017) [hereinafter Restatement of American Indian Law] (“Indian tribes may . . . exercise the [classic police] power of eminent domain to condemn property interests under tribal jurisdiction for public use . . . .”)

232. See Will Kymlicka, Multicultural Citizenship: A Liberal Theory of Minority Rights 11 (1995) (defining a nation within a multicultural context as “a historical community . . . sharing a distinct language and culture” and further positing that a nation “is closely related to the idea of a ‘people’ or a ‘culture’—indeed, these concepts are often defined in terms of each other”); Kai Nielsen, Cultural Nationalism, Neither Ethnic nor Civic, in Theorizing Nationalism 119, 122–23 (Ronald Beiner ed., 1999) (discussing that to qualify as a nation, there must be a “mutual recognition of membership” by its members, an aspiration to be a political community, and a pervasive “public culture”).
life that should not be fully integrated into American society because the people who practice those ways of life do not want them to be so integrated. In the context of American Indian law, given the brutality of the conquest of the Indian lands and the extermination of the bulk of the population, the reliance on the fiction of a treaty-based agreement among sovereigns is at best a comforting legal construction. But the strained concept of a compact or contractual agreement serves to organize a relationship in which there are strong measures of self-governance and some burden of express justification for overriding tribal authority in favor of national uniformity.  

B. Reconsidering the Parallels to American Indian Law

The question is then whether such concepts of compacted sovereignty could be invoked for territorial Puerto Rico after the changes of the 1950–52 period. Certainly the textual commands of the Constitution do not support any distinction between the scope of federal authority over both territories and tribal lands, nor does the historical record. Both are treated as a subset of congressional authority, with Congress having the “[p]ower to dispose of and make all needful Rules and Regulations respecting the Territory” of the United States and having the power to “regulate Commerce . . . with the Indian Tribes.” Even if the textual differences were significant, it remains the case that, as one of us has previously written, “the sui generis constitutional flexibility for Indian tribes even from the Founding, much of which was drawn from extratextual international law understandings, legitimates heterogeneous arrangements within the American system outside [a] strict . . . understanding of the Constitution.”

233. We also note that a model of compacted sovereignty is consistent with solutions that call for enforcing existing treaty obligations, for example, by expanding the Puerto Rican franchise to empower voting in federal elections. See Torruella, supra note 57, at 99–104.


235. U.S. CONST. art. IV, § 3, cl. 2; id. art. I, § 8, cl. 3.


237. See id. at 37 (arguing that “plenary power in federal Indian law, like that in immigration law, arose from conceptions of the inherent sovereignty of nations under international law”). The justification for the Insular Cases was also premised in international law. See Downes v. Bidwell, 182 U.S. 244, 300–02 (1901) (White, J., concurring) (drawing on international law and the law of nations’ treatment of sovereignty and acquisition to justify Congress’s treatment of the territories).

238. Rennie, supra note 98, at 1715 (emphasis added) (footnotes omitted).
differentiated rights resting on the *Insular Cases* are not so strange after all, as the American constitutional order has—from its very creation—contemplated extra-constitutional arrangements in the example of Indian law.”239

Comparison to Indian law is not intended to say that Puerto Rico should be treated as are Indian tribes, or that such treatment would be more respectful of the political rights of the island. Even under *Sanchez Valle*, Puerto Rico retains full police powers over the island, and anyone committing a crime in Puerto Rico is subject to criminal prosecution—a right not given tribal authorities over non-Indians.240

Nonetheless, the comparison to Indian law reveals the absurdity of the “original position” doctrines assumed by the Court in *Sanchez Valle*. Consider the present position of the Cherokee Nation, now headquartered in Tahlequah, Oklahoma. The Cherokee are a southeastern tribe who, in the fashion recounted by the Court in *Sanchez Valle* as being characteristic of all Indian land agreements, entered into a treaty ceding land in exchange for benefits to the members of tribal land in Georgia. Following a minor gold rush in Georgia, however, Congress passed the Indian Removal Act of 1830,241 which then prompted an effort to remove the Cherokee and other eastern Indian tribes. In *Worcester v. Georgia*, the Supreme Court struck down the efforts to expel the Cherokee from their treaty-recognized dwelling and ordered the protection of tribal land claims, to no avail.242 President Andrew Jackson openly disregarded the Court’s order, and the ensuing forcible removal of the Cherokee and other tribes has come to be known historically as the “Trail of Tears.” In all, about one quarter of the Cherokee population died in the ensuing relocation to land in Oklahoma.243 Nonetheless, the Court in *Sanchez Valle* holds out the Indian tribal experience, including presumably that of the Cherokee, as a bastion of uninterrupted sovereignty because the original land grant took the form of a treaty—even if the treaty had been signed while staring down the wrong end of a rifle.

The experience of the Cherokee might be an extreme example of conquest, but virtually all the treaty accommodations of tribal sovereignty begin not with the fact

239. *Id.* at 1717; *see also* Frickey, *supra* note 236, at 31 (“[A]lthough sovereignty created by the United States Constitution is indeed dual, sovereignty within the United States is triadic: American Indian tribes have sovereignty as well.”). Frickey also notes that Federal Indian law has stood “well outside the constitutional law mainstream,” and that this group-differentiated regulation based on Indian status is analogous to classification based on “discrete and insular minority status.” *Id.* at 41 (internal quotation marks omitted).


242. 31 U.S. 515, 561 (1832) (“The Cherokee nation, then, is a distinct community occupying its own territory, with boundaries accurately described, in which the laws of Georgia can have no force, and which the citizens of Georgia have no right to enter, but with the assent of the Cherokees themselves, or in conformity with treaties, and with the acts of congress.”).

of a compact among coequal sovereigns but with subjugation, typically by military force. If one were to abandon the formalism of status stemming from the moment of conquest, Indian law actually provides a number of instructive analogies to Puerto Rico. The tribes possess what Felix Cohen terms a “limited sovereignty.”

Using American Indian law as a template, we can establish three governing principles for Puerto Rico. First, Puerto Rico exercises ordinary police powers over local matters of health, safety, and welfare absent express congressional determination to the contrary. Second, Puerto Rico exercises control over economic regulation of its internal markets absent an express congressional determination to the contrary. Finally, the exercise of local sovereignty cannot be inconsistent with the overriding interests of the United States; therefore, constitutional principles that are central to the national identity of the United States will apply in Puerto Rico. Each of these finds a parallel in Indian law.

With regard to the police powers, Indian tribes “possess a certain degree of independent authority over matters that affect the internal and social relations of tribal life.” This tribal power to regulate internal and social matters has been affirmed across various contexts, including matters of health, safety, and welfare, and extends to conduct of non-tribal members that “threatens or has some direct effect on the political integrity, the economic security, or the health or welfare of the tribe.” Such power extends into the economic domain, which the Court in Merrion v. Jicarilla Apache Tribe termed “an essential attribute of Indian sovereignty” that “derives from the tribe’s general authority, as sovereign, to control economic activity within its jurisdiction.” Indeed, this sovereign power to control economic activity is so extensive as to permit tribes to tax nonmembers on Indian lands. Finally, tribal sovereign power “is constrained so as not to conflict with the interests of this overriding sovereignty.” Therefore, deference must be afforded to the “overriding interests of the National Government,” that is, to the government of the United States. In practice, the concept of partial incorporation of federal constitutional and statutory guarantees is well set out in dealings between the federal government and states, tribes, and territories.

244. COHEN, supra note 217, at 231.
245. Michigan v. Bay Mills Indian Cmty., 134 S. Ct. 2024, 2030 (2014) (“Indian tribes are domestic dependent nations that exercise inherent sovereign authority.” (citation omitted) (internal quotation marks omitted)).
246. United States v. Mazurie, 419 U.S. 544, 557 (1975); see also Williams v. Lee, 358 U.S. 217 (1959) (noting that, generally, Indian tribes retain the right to make their own rules and be governed by them).
248. 455 U.S. 130, 137 (1982).
Tribal sovereignty creates an equivalent to the “presumption against preemption” with regard to state law: “courts will not lightly assume that Congress in fact intends to undermine Indian self-government.”252 The Supreme Court has cautioned that courts must “tread lightly in the absence of clear indications of legislative intent.”253 This principle of judicial caution informs how courts have interpreted ambiguous provisions of tribal law. “Courts will not lightly infer abrogation of tribal authority from ambiguous treaty terms.”254 Ambiguities in treaties are construed in favor of Indian tribes,255 and ambiguities in federal law are similarly resolved in favor of upholding tribal sovereignty:256 “[t]he legislative intent to abrogate tribal authority must be clear.”257 In fact, in *Santa Clara Pueblo v. Martinez*, the Court went so far as to instruct that such congressional intent must be “unequivocally expressed.”258 A year later, the Court bolstered this sentiment, stating that “[a]bsent explicit statutory language, [it has] been extremely reluctant to find congressional abrogation of treaty rights.”259

American Indian law has well adapted to a regime of tribal sovereignty and congressional supremacy. The fact that one Congress cannot bind another and that tribes are not states does not mean that there is no capacity to recognize the compacted sovereignty. Indeed, there are parallels in the law governing foreign relations with regard to the “stickiness” of treaty obligations. Although, again, one Senate cannot foreclose a subsequent Congress or President from unwinding treaty obligations, there is nonetheless a legal presumption in favor of the enforceability of treaties and a heightened procedural test for treaty revocation.260

---

255. *Cty. of Oneida v. Oneida Indian Nation*, 470 U.S. 226, 247 (1985) (“[T]reaties should be construed liberally in favor of the Indians . . . with ambiguous provisions interpreted to their benefit.” (citations omitted)).
256. *Cotton Petroleum Corp. v. New Mexico*, 490 U.S. 163, 177 (1989) (“[A]mbiguities in federal law are, as a rule, resolved in favor of tribal independence.”).
257. Restatement of American Indian Law § 22 cmt. a; see *Ex parte Crow Dog*, 109 U.S. 556 (1883); see also *United States v. Dion*, 476 U.S. 734, 738–39 (1986) (“We have required that Congress’ intention to abrogate Indian treaty rights be clear and plain . . . [w]e do not construe statutes as abrogating treaty rights in ‘a backhanded way’ . . . .” (citations omitted)); *United States v. Santa Fe Pac. R.R. Co.*, 314 U.S. 339, 346 (1941) (finding that congressional intent to extinguish Indian title must be “plain and unambiguous”); FELIX S. COHEN, HANDBOOK OF FEDERAL INDIAN LAW 122 (1971 ed.) (“What is not expressly limited remains within the domain of tribal sovereignty.”) (emphasis added)).
258. 436 U.S. at 58.
260. See *Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties* arts. 18, 65, May 23, 1969, 1155 U.N.T.S. 331, 336, 347–38 (1969) (establishing international law procedures for treaty adherence and revocation); RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF FOREIGN RELATIONS LAW § 312 (AM. LAW INST. 1987). While the Constitution is unclear on the exact procedure for treaty withdrawal, a long history of practice involves the President sending a message to the Senate,
Relations with Indian tribes also introduce longstanding principles from international law on the consequences of treaty abandonment or treaty revocation. Customary international law provides two sources of authority that challenge the Court’s crabbed sovereignty analysis from Sánchez Valle. First, Federal Indian law rests heavily on the presumed respect for aboriginal rights in the modern law of nations—again lending support for Justice Breyer’s argument on the historical significance of longstanding, self-governing tribes in Puerto Rico. Second, by the nineteenth century, international law norms came to define sovereignty around issues of territory and self-organization and were recognized as controlling by federal officials charged with Indian relations.


261. See Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties arts. 18, 70, May 23, 1969, 1155 U.N.T.S. 331, 336, 349; Trans World Airlines, Inc. v. Franklin Mint Corp., 466 U.S. 243, 253 (1984) (“A treaty is in the nature of a contract between nations.”); Wash. State Commercial Passenger Fishing Vessel Ass’n, 443 U.S. at 675 (“A treaty, including one between the United States and an Indian tribe, is essentially a contract between two sovereign nations.”); Edye v. Robertson, 112 U.S. 580, 598 (1884) (“If [treaties] fail, its infraction becomes the subject of international negotiations and reclamations . . . . It is obvious with all this the judicial courts . . . can give no redress. But a treaty may also contain provisions which confer certain rights upon the citizens . . . which are capable of enforcement as between private parties in the courts of the country.”); see also Laurence R. Helfer, Exiting Treaties, 91 VA. L. REV. 1579, 1581 (2005) (“International law takes a dim view of challenges to this meta norm of treaty adherence. Claims of invalidity, changed circumstances, and other exculpatory doctrines are narrowly construed, with the result that most unilateral deviations are viewed as breaches of a treaty.”).

262. See S. James Anaya, Indigenous Peoples in International Law 22 (2d ed. 2004) (explaining the Marshall Court’s reliance on Emmerich de Vattel’s theory that “at least some non-European aboriginal peoples qualified as states or nations with rights as such”); Frickey, supra note 236, at 51 (arguing that the Marshall Court’s Federal Indian law decisions “ratified international law notions that . . . indigenous peoples possessed sovereignty and at least a limited set of legal rights”); David M. Golove & Daniel J. Hulsebosch, A Civilized Nation: The Early American Constitution, the Law of Nations, and the Pursuit of International Recognition, 85 N.Y.U. L. REV. 932, 992 n.251 (2010) (noting that the grant of commerce power over Indian tribes to Congress reflected a decision to “treat the tribes as separate polities within the boundaries of the Union that the federal government would deal with through the law of nations and treaties”). Following the Marshall Court’s decisions, international law shifted in the early twentieth century to adopt the view that indigenous people had no status or rights before shifting once again to endorse the rights of indigenous people under international law. See Anaya, supra, at 15–34, 49–72; G.A. Res. 61/295, Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (Sept. 13, 2007).

263. See Anaya, supra note 262, at 21 (“Statehood developed as a reference to the post-Westphalian political community and attendant bureaucracy, whose dominant organizing characteristic was territory.”); James Crawford, Brownlie’s Principles of Public International Law 447 (8th ed. 2012) (identifying sovereignty as a basic doctrine underlying international law); Francis Paul Prucha, The Great Father: The United States Government and the American Indians 33 (1984) (noting that in the early 19th century, “[t]he United States . . . recognized [Indian tribes’] independent nationhood, and in many ways acted as though the Indian chiefs were in fact the rulers of sovereign political entities”).
The closest parallel for treaty obligations with nonstate entities is again the relation with Indian tribal authority. While Congress can undo established agreements, there is nonetheless a process-based duty imposed on Congress such that Indian tribes retain their sovereign authority “unless and until Congress acts.” Independent of the bankruptcy setting of Franklin Trust or the bizarre original position doctrine of double jeopardy law in Sanchez Valle, the core principles of Indian law offer a workable template for dealing with Puerto Rico. And, most critically, Indian law offers a historically appealing way of understanding the significance of Puerto Rico’s constitutional awakening in the 1950s.

CONCLUSION

We return to the question in our title. In the absence of independence and statehood, the commonwealth status of Puerto Rico stands in serious disrepair. The situation was already dire before Hurricane Maria, and an exodus of Puerto Ricans has eroded the island’s tax base, as young, educated, working-age citizens leave for greater opportunities on the mainland. The population fell 1.7% in a single year—before the hurricane. The school system lost roughly 200,000 students from 2005 to 2014, a massive drop considering the small population of Puerto Rico. In the past decade, one million Puerto Ricans moved to the Orlando area alone. Migrants to the mainland cite greater job opportunities, higher pay, lower crime, and more accountable, less corrupt government, as reasons to flee. But this migration has further eroded basic services on the island, as many people with essential skills like


doctors,\textsuperscript{269} teachers,\textsuperscript{270} or even technicians to repair damaged power lines in the wake of Hurricane Maria,\textsuperscript{271} have already fled the island.

There is no popular desire for independence, statehood seems like a political nonstarter, and simply abandoning this island—and its millions of American citizens—to utter destitution simply cannot be the ultimate resolution for any society, let alone the richest on Earth. Much as sometimes happens in an ill-occasioned, youthful cohabitation under compulsion, sometimes history shows ways to work things out. If Puerto Rico and the rest of the United States are to continue to work together under the imprecise demands of a commonwealth marriage, current circumstances demand a renewal of vows under more exacting legal certainty. Compacted sovereignty for Puerto Rico under the congressional authority of the Territory Clause worked well enough for the second half of the twentieth century that it seems a relatively promising basis on which to refine relations. The example of American Indian law shows there is no constitutional barrier to its implementation. In light of the ill-considered responses of the Supreme Court, Congress, and the Executive, the question of “what is Puerto Rico” demands a clearer and better legal answer.
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